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State lacks
guarantees
for $195M
from HUD
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Movie Rentals
THE HOUSING NEEDS OF
CAST AND CREW MEMBERS
CREATE A NICHE BUSINESS
IN THE REAL ESTATE FIELD

Official admits there’s no proof
that property owners are using
grant money for storm-proofing
By Ben Myers
Staff Writer
ben.myers@nopg.com

Shannon Uschold, owner
of Key to NOLA Properties,
says demand to lease local
property is high among movie
industry professionals.
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THE STATE OFFICIAL who oversees federal
disaster grants said he has no way to ensure that
$195 million for hurricane-impacted homeowners will be used for securing windows, strengthening doors and other hurricane-proofing measures for which the money is intended.
Pat Forbes, executive director of the Office of
Community Development, said “it’s highly likely” homeowners will spend some of the money
elsewhere. Additionally, the state is not requiring
those who do spend the money on hurricane
proofing to follow industry standards, potentially
leaving them vulnerable.
“We would like to see 100 percent of the
funds invested in individual mitigation measures. That’s probably not going to happen,”
Forbes said. “The vast majority of it will, and we
will have a safer city.”
The Individual Mitigation Measures program, funded through the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, provides
$7,500 grants to certain Road Home participants. The state started cutting checks in
November 2010 and, as of April 9, had disbursed $161.7 million to 21,589 homeowners,
according to state data.
State spokeswoman Christina Stephens said
in an email that IMM grant recipients have
already fulfilled Road Home rebuilding agreements and have a “clear track record.”
Homeowners have three years to comply
with their IMM grant agreements.
There was no follow-up to see how recipients
spent the money until last July at the earliest, when
HUD reviewed the program. Its report said the
state was handing out grants with “very little assurance,” and the “success or failure of this program is
contingent upon the development and implemen-
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Movie Rentals

Real estate pros have to provide
concierge services to star clientele

Staff Writer
jennifer.larino@nopg.com

SHANNON USCHOLD, owner of Key to
NOLA Properties, says picking out the homey
details — from bed linens to local artwork and
porch rockers — that will attract renters to the
dozens of short-term rentals she manages in
New Orleans is a bit like designing the perfect
Hollywood movie set.
Uschold manages 35 properties throughout
the city, with inventory ranging from $1,200 per
month for efficiency units to $10,000 per month
for mansions. About two-thirds of her business
comes from producers and actors, set designers
and film technicians in town for a few weeks of
filming.
Film cast and crew are a growing demographic in New Orleans, where lucrative state
tax incentives have helped grow a vibrant
movie industry.
For real estate agents catering to
Hollywood types, the city is a boomtown,
where supply of short-term rental units is just
barely meeting demand.
But the market is quickly filling in with
competition, not just from niche real estate
firms but from traditional hotels and apartment complexes.
Shannon Uschold, owner of Key to NOLA Properties, says she doesn’t expect to have any property vacancies this summer because of high demand from customers in the movie producThe city already has hosted 18 productions
tion industry.
this year and six more productions will start
shooting this summer. There were 34 producdozens of rooms at a flat rate for several months round,” Romano said.
cash in on the movie business but noted the busitions filmed in New Orleans last year, with each and few apartment complexes offered shortRyan Haro, an agent with M2 Brokerage who ness isn’t for everyone.
project bringing in anywhere from 100 crew and term leases.
He often has to negotiate with clients who
specializes in furnished short-term housing for the
cast members to more than 400.
More recently, a number of traditional French film industry and has worked with stars such as request month-to-month lease agreements or ask
Uschold said her knack for furnishing Quarter hotels and area apartment complexes Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt, isn’t so worried to swap properties after they arrive in town.
comfy condos, plus the willingness to wait for have asked to be added to the directory, he said.
Actors and film crews work long hours and
about competition from hotels.
the plumber while a busy tenant is on set, has
“A lot of the stars and crew members
often call him with requests to replace a light bulb
helped her secure film industry clientele since involved in films refuse to stay in housing.
or call the cable company.
2006.
Some hotels will get a 200- to 300-room
“I end up doing property management and
“The place really needs to be a hassle-free booking with either one whole crew or with
almost concierge stuff more than I’d like to,”
environment for them, and it needs to feel like several productions,” Moore said.
Haro said.
home,” Uschold said, adding that business isn’t
Frank Romano, general manager at the
Dave McNulty, an owner at Corporate City
slowing down.
Residence Inn New Orleans downtown, said
Housing Solutions Inc. in New Orleans, said
She said film crews that used to leave the city film crews have become a staple for the
he thinks there is room for more competition.
during the hot summer months are sticking extended-stay hotel.
Corporate City, founded in 2004, manages 35
around.
The hotel regularly books anywhere from
furnished short-term rentals in downtown New
“I’ll just say I don’t expect to have vacancies 10 to 75 rooms per production depending on
Orleans and sees about half of its business from
this summer,” Uschold said.
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budget. Stays range
the film industry.
Christopher Moore, a
from 30 days to eight
McNulty said most units are rented out
co-owner
New Orleans-based props
months.
before the current lease expires.
designer, started Filming
Corporate
City
Housing
Solutions
Inc.
Romano said the
“The demand definitely outweighs the
Louisiana, a trade magazine
hotel has seen more
supply and that’s definitely unfortunate,”
and online directory for the
competition from
McNulty said.
local film industry, in 2009
traditional hotels
Even so, McNulty said he plans to add more
How many cast and crew are
to help executives coming
downtown, but most
His biggest advantage over room service? inventory in coming months and diversify the
in from Los Angeles and
credited in the $25 million proare primarily interested Washing machines.
firm’s reach outside the film industry.
New York connect with induction of “Contraband,”
in the film industry
The movie business is lucrative, but it’s also
“After working 15- or 16-hour days a lot of
state talent and services.
which was filmed in New
bookings as a stopgap the time, (the cast and crew) just want to be able volatile, McNulty said. One production can rent
At the time, Moore
for slower summer to wash their own laundry in their own place,” all available property in a day and leave the next,
Orleans in 2011.
said traditional New
said Haro, who manages 20 condos in the Central he said.
months.
Orleans hotels were not
Source: CityBusiness staff research
“You have to be careful how you do it,”
“It’s seasonal for Business District.
interested in booking
Haro said he has seen more agents eager to McNulty said.•
them. We take crews year

“

The demand definitely
outweighs the supply and that’s
definitely unfortunate.
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